CASE STUDY

HOSPITALITY | SENIOR LIVING

Everlan of Louisville
Product: ENCORE Custom Infinity Carpet
Made with 100% Zeftron® nylon

Overview::
Everlan of Louisville is a senior living community featuring a clubhouse, with the
restaurant and common area open to the
public to promote community activity. With
its location in the heart of Louisville, home
to Churchill Downs, the Banko Design team
wanted the space to feel like a country club
with a bourbon-bar undercurrent, bringing
in plaids and equestrian motifs. The design
called for a rich feel with saturated tones
and carpeting in all corridors and public
areas, including the dining room.

“The ENCORE Custom Infinity Carpet made
with 100% Zeftron® Nylon allows us to be
creative through the endless color, pattern,
and scale options and to make unique collections for our senior living communities.”
Melissa Banko,
Banko Design, Principal
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Challenge:
Banko’s design called for a high-end, customized look,
similar to the more intricate designs found in their upscale
hospitality properties, with the flavor of the locale coming
through with contrasting colors and four coordinating
patterns.
The flooring needed a unique residential aesthetic to
support the overall design theme. It also required high
performance and durability to withstand the heavy wear
and tear of a highly traﬃcked senior living environment.
Minimizing the amount of waste without compromising
the design was an important consideration from a cost
and sustainability point of view.
Aﬀordability was key; the carpeting needed to have a
luxurious look for a great price.

Solution:
Banko Design chose ENCORE to lead the carpet creation process
trusting that their quality and performance expectations would be
achieved, and surpassed, in the final product.
To meet the flooring requirements, ENCORE turned to its longtime
partner Zeftron. As a premium solution-dyed nylon, Zeftron was
able to supply premium color quality, flexibility and styling capabilities needed for the 1,750 square yards of custom carpet allowing
ENCORE. to get the right contrast of jeweled tones and patterns to
bring Banko’s hospitality-like design to life.
The ENCORE Custom Infinity Carpet met the function and performance requirements too. Carpet made with Zeftron® nylon is highly
resistant to staining and soiling, as well as crushing and matting,
which means no unsightly traffic lanes or unwanted wear patterns.
Plus, the solution-dyed nylon carpet looks just as great after a
vigorous cleaning, keeping the facility looking as good as it did the
day it opened.
The ENCORE planning team, skilled in interior floor finishes, considered the aesthetics of the community’s floor plan and conducted a
careful analysis of the carpet’s width to minimize waste,. The team
used broadloom carpet in both 12-foot and 15-foot widths, in the
final order, reducing waste by 40 percent.
The price was right. The ENCORE Custom Infinity Carpet made with
Zeftron® nylon achieved the aesthetic and performance demands
and met the client’s budget.

“We’re very proud of our ongoing work
with Banko and being able to provide
them with the trifecta of aesthetic,
performance, and aﬀordability for the
Everlan project.”

Dana Miner,
ENCORE, Territory Manager

